




Since 1993, Lenovo has helped schools in all 50 states and 23 countries foster 21st 
Century skills in their students— and we aren’t doing this alone. We’ve partnered with 
Intel, Microsoft, Adobe, SAS and VitalSource Technologies—because these leading 
organizations share our educational goals.

Working together, we can enhance the way teachers deliver curricula and how students  
create and respond to content with the power of digital technology.

Today, studies show that skills like  

CreATIVITy, 
probLeM-SoLVIng, 
CoMMunICATIon and 
AnALyTICAL ThInkIng 
Are AbSoLuTeLy neCeSSAry. 

now education can be 
what it should be.

:Global literacy:  
knoWLedge of oTher CuLTureS, LAnguAgeS And  

WAyS of LIVIng LIfe IS CruCIAL In The WorLd TodAy. 

:innovative thinkinG:  
We LIVe In A CreATIVe eConoMy Where  

The one funCTIon ThAT CAnnoT be CoMpuTerIzed or 
ouTSourCed IS The IngenuITy of The huMAn MInd. 

:information intelliGence:  
STudenTS MuST be SMArT AbouT uTILIzIng dATA froM  

ALL The neW forMS of MedIA ThAT ConTInue To AppeAr.

:people skills:  
TeAMWork, CoMMunICATIon And CoLLAborATIon  

Are VITAL In A WorLd ThAT’S geTTIng SMALLer, 
More popuLATed And More dIVerSe.

We must ensure that our students have the 
following basic skills:

 the new fundamentals. 

for decades, the fundamentals of education were 
summed up with reading, writing and arithmetic.

no More. 



 

our approach applies the six key cognitive 
processes of the new bloom’s within the 
context of 21st  Century skills. 

These processes are

    CreATIng 
   eVALuATIng  
   AnALyzIng  
   AppLyIng  
   underSTAndIng   
   reMeMberIng

These cognitive processes pointed us toward a new system of education, one that’s 
infused with technology at every turn. So we use them as the basis for designing 
effective 1:1 solutions

after all,
our kids deserve it.

Although 1:1 computing is ideal, it’s just one of the  
Lenovo solutions for schools. 
our Intel-based solutions range from outfitting your labs and 
libraries to giving your teachers the training they need to train 
their students.

Add in ground-breaking partnerships to form invaluable school 
resources and services to protect your investment and we’re sure
 

you’LL Agree:

Lenovo is for learning.



ans.o1: Learning is when you’re not afraid to raise your hand. 
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large and small, public and private. learning adapts  
to your environment and helps you grow within it.

learning 
is for schools

solutions

ans.o2: Learning is when you can remember stuff even after you take the test.
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Lenovo offers complete, personalized 1:1 computing 
solutions, as well as customized ways to utilize  
technology more fully at your school.
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The six elements of 1:1 Computing

each school, like each child, is unique. recognizing 
this, Lenovo has constructed a modular framework of 
the six key elements to create successful 1:1 solutions. 

1

2

4

3
5
6

:infrastructure exceLLence: 

we assess your current infrastructure and  
site readiness, and then we work with you to 
achieve 100% connectivity throughout  
your school.  

:effective communications: 

the support of parents, students, administrators 
and the public is vital. we can help you effectively 
communicate the value of 1:1 computing.

:financiaL fLexibiLity: 

we provide a wide range of financing options 
that can help with the purchase of technology for 
individual schools or entire districts. 

:device and appLication stack:
we help your team navigate the growing number 
of choices for mobile devices, applications and 
connectivity to ensure that learning is maximized 
and downtime is minimized.

:teaching and Learning integration:
we help you integrate digital technology into your 
curriculum, nurturing higher-order thinking skills, 
engaging students and empowering faculty. 

:compLete support:
with the goal of reducing downtime to zero, we 
work with your it team to create a comprehensive, 
end-to-end support system optimized for a mobile 
computing environment.
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Lenovo 1:1 Computing:   
exceLLence for every student.

equipping each student and teacher with a computer  
allows kids to learn in dynamic environments and  
develop higher order thinking skills that last a 
lifetime. this is already happening at schools across  
the united states.  

and it can happen at yours.
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Start with the places that need it most: 
Labs & Libraries.

do you want to integrate technology into your school  
but have budget or infrastructure limitations? a 
Labs & Libraries approach, which outfits either or  
both of these facilities in your school, is a great first 
step towards 1:1 computing.

this solution is completely customizable and can include either a static setup 
with desktops, or a mobile setup with notebook carts. both solutions give you  
a computing environment that’s stable, secure, scalable and affordable.

centraLized management. individuaLized Learning. 
wyse.

with thin computing, transferring processing power to a main server  
gives you the capabilities you need at a fraction of the cost.

Lenovo has partnered with wyse to make thin computing a reality for 
your school by offering smart, low maintenance solutions to engage  
and motivate your students.

making the virtuaL a reaLity: 
citrix.

citrix® presentation server™, which runs on thin clients like wyse, 
allows applications to be run virtually, giving you affordable access 
to content creation.
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Lenovo ThinkTank is a gLobaL 
conference ThaT brings TogeTher The 
brighTesT minds and ideas in educaTion.
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Making your facilities more intelligent: 
smart cLassrooms.

intelligence isn’t limited to students. 
it also encompasses your classrooms. even your  
equipment. a smart classroom solution focuses on 
enriching these aspects of your school. teachers 
and students will be able to express their ideas and 
present their creations in these collaborative 21st 

century learning environments.

transforming the Learning experience: 
dyknow.

dyknow vision® software fosters interaction through collaborative 
note taking, student response tools, content replay, and anywhere,  
anytime access.

dyknow monitor® software reduces electronic distraction by  
displaying thumbnails of student screens, blocking applications, 
blanking screens, and monitoring wireless environments.

putting your technoLogy on dispLay: 
ergotron.

display mount technology provides safety for your expensive assets  
and ergonomics for your labs, all in an elegant design. 

offerings include tilting wall mounts, mobile work spaces and large  
display carts that help you get the most out of your technology.

for cLasses worthy of appLause:  
accordent.

accordant offers an easy, automated way for teachers to broadcast 
lectures and in-class activities, and replay them after class has 
taken place. 

accordent rich media communications and accordent capture 
station includes content creation products for capturing and 
creating high-value presentations and tv-like online broadcasts. 
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Training those who train others: 
the teacher’s deveLopment program.

the most important components of the 21st century 
classroom are the teachers who lead the way. the  
teacher’s development program equips and trains  
teachers on the effective use of thinkpads in and 
out of the classroom. this affordable solution allows  
your school to take a strong first step toward  
                        1:1 computing.
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where teachers Learn:  
futurekids.

together, Lenovo and futurekids give teachers the computer skills they need by 
training them in the basics of computer literacy, integrating technology into the 
curriculum and managing a digital classroom.

through futurekids, teachers can also build communities 
to share information and become mentors to others in 
their districts. 

futurekids offers a wide variety of courses that cover 
everything from operating systems to multimedia. all 
classes begin with a private, online assessment and can 
be delivered on a variety of platforms, including in-person, 
online or via video conferencing.
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IDEAS ARE GOOD.
AND GOOD IDEAS ARE WORTH PROTECTING.

13
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but the tools that foster it are tangible. 
they help enlighten growing minds.

is a mental process,

products
ans.o3: Learning is when what the teacher says makes sense in your head.
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because of the importance of your mission, your  
instruments must have outstanding capabilities.  
so we have armed them with thinkvantage 
technologies and critical software to do just that. 
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Everyday innovation for your computers:
thinkvantage technoLogies.

Durability

bumps and drops don’t stand a chance against the thinkpad® roll cage, a 
magnesium alloy frame that surrounds critical interior parts. 

in addition, hard-drive shock absorbers use rubber rails and metal plates to give 
you even more impact protection. 

rescue & recovery

thinkvantage rescue and recovery is a one button data recovery and restoration 
solution that helps students and teachers diagnose, get help and recover from a 
virus or other system crash quickly. 

rescue and recovery also allows it staff to remotely deliver fixes and updates, 
and reboot and reimage machines on a set schedule to keep them in tip-top shape.  

security

with our integrated fingerprint reader, just a simple finger swipe lets authorized 
users access a system and the sensitive data stored within, while shutting out 
unauthorized users. 

data encryption also protects confidential information, bolstering security and 
reducing the risk of data theft. and with the built-in security of intel® vpro™ 
technology, you can rest easy that your systems are safe. 
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Durable, reliable, built for learning: 
inspiring education with technoLogy.

at the core of Lenovo solutions for education are award-
winning Lenovothinkpad notebooks and thinkcentre  
desktops powered by intel technology. 

our education-specific models come preloaded with technology that helps make 21st 

century learning a reality: vitalsource bookshelf, adobe photoshop elements, adobe 
premiere elements, adobe contribute and Lenovo thinkvantage technologies.
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for education with endless possibilities, thinkpad x series tablets—
with intel® centrino® and vpro™ technology—are ideal. at just 
under 3 pounds, they’re versatile, tactile and personal—just like  
tablets should be. and students can easily connect to your school’s  
wireless network—allowing work to be done just about anywhere. 

the x series tablet with microsoft one note also recognizes and 
converts handwriting for superior ease-of-use and lets teachers 
and students share drawings, diagrams, documents and ideas in 
real-time. 

 
  

  

thinkpad x series tabLets: The ultimate learning platform.
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whether it’s at school, at home, on a 
field trip, or on the bus, students need 
a computer that can safely travel with 
them. the thinkpad r series offers great 
performance, brilliant displays, features 
that safeguard valuable data—like intel® 
centrino® with vpro™ technology, and 
outstanding durability. 

 

select models also give you close to 
eight hours of battery life. so you can 
get more done throughout the school 
day without having to stop and recharge. 
plus, educational models are preloaded 
with vitalsource Library from vitalsource 
technologies.

For learning that goes everywhere students do.thinkpad r series notebooks:
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so durabLe and reLiabLe, ThinkPad 
noTebooks are The onLy ones cerTified 
by nasa for sPace fLighT. 
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for schools with limited space and 
resources, thinkcentre m series 
desktops are the way to go. these 
desktops are ultra-small, so you can 
move them easily and keep spaces clear. 
but with platform stability, superior 
manageability and intel® core 2™ duo 
processors, they’re certainly not small  
on performance.

these environmentally—friendly learning 
tools distribute much less energy—and 
that adds up in the long term. in fact, 
epeat gives them a gold star. and 
because they’re oh-so-quiet, students can 
concentrate on their work, not sounds the 
system is making. 

Even computers can be green.thinkcentre m series desktops:
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TOOLS TO INSPIRE INFINITE IDEAS.
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when ideas are exchanged and thoughts are traded, 
revelations can occur.

is meant to be shared.

partnerships

ans.o4: Learning is  when you can do something without struggLing.
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we chose our partners not just for their size and  
scope, but for the similarity of our ideas. we share  
a belief in having an educational system that leads  
all others.
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Lenovo and Intel.  
inspiring education with technoLogy.

Like Lenovo, intel® believes that students will be fully  
prepared to compete tomorrow when they have the  
technology they need today. to reach this goal, intel 
developed a program that helps k–12 teachers integrate  
technology into their classrooms. 

inteL centrino with vpro technoLogy:  
briLLiance at the core.

Lenovo notebooks and tablets feature intel® centrino® with vpro™ 
technology that has security and manageability features built right 
on the chip. students will enjoy advanced connectivity and improved 
graphics, while being protected against viruses and attacks with 
programmable defense filters. 

Learn with inteL teach.

it’s been nearly a decade since the intel® teach program began 
helping k-12 teachers incorporate the use of computers into their 
existing curriculum. since then, the program has facilitated 21st 
century learning by offering free online tools and resources to 
more than four million teachers in over 40 countries.
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Lenovo and Microsoft. 
giving students the tooLs to exceL.

Lenovo and microsoft work together to improve 
methods of teaching and learning. in fact, Lenovo 
education models run on windows vista. if you choose,  
they can come equipped with industry-standard  
software like microsoft office and microsoft onenote. 

 
 

windows vista:  
a new operating system for fresh thinking.

microsoft’s new operating system, windows vista, combines an 
intuitive and user-friendly interface with enhanced security and 
management tools. its new, school-friendly features include aero, 
a graphical interface that lets users see the contents of each 
desktop folder. plus, it now has speech recognition, and faster, 
more efficient searching.

microsoft office: 
your essentiaL suite.

microsoft office, including access, excel, word and outlook, is the 
vital software students need to create great-looking documents, 
spreadsheets and presentations quickly and easily. plus, with 
new features of office 2007, you can be sure they’re using these 
applications to their fullest. 

onenote: 
note-taking has never been easier.

isn’t too much of your study time spent just gathering materials? 
with onenote, your students can capture and store all of their 
notes and research—including graphic, video and audio content—
in one easy-to-find place. 

Lenovo recommends Windows Vista® Business.33
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Lenovo and Adobe:  
the best of both worLds. 

Lenovo is the only pc company whose products come  
preloaded with industry-standard adobe software. 
why? because both companies know that original 
content creation and higher order thinking can be 
achieved when the best platforms and multimedia 
solutions are combined.

adobe photoshop eLements & adobe premiere eLements: 
when pictures speak, students Listen.

make it easy for students to include digital imaging and video editing  
in their projects. from digital storytelling to full-color book reports,  
students can transfer footage, manipulate pictures and create 
their own masterpieces. 

adobe contribute cs3: 
yesterday’s news is just that. 

now it’s easy for administrators, teachers and students to keep 
website content fresh and blog entries current. how? adobe 
contribute allows them to post and publish content quickly to 
multiple websites or blogs from a single application. 

adobe acrobat 8 professionaL:  
for document-sharing that’s nimbLe and quick. 

acrobat 8 professional enables educators and students to reliably 
create, combine and share adobe pdf documents. teachers can 
create and distribute curricula, media-rich lesson plans, project 
materials, and homework assignments. and students can share 
work that’s rich with all kinds of media, content and graphics. 
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Lenovo and SAS:  
a shared educationaL vision.

Lenovo and sas have joined hands to give each student  
and teacher the benefit of curriculum pathways®. 

curriculum pathways is an online resource filled with interactive materials for core 
disciplines. your classes will benefit from subject matter that targets higher-order 
thinking skills and is differentiated for varied learning styles. 

there are four areas of curricuLum pathways in each of the five  
core discipLines: english, social studies, science, Mathematics and spanish:

interactivities are multimedia resources that 
help students develop higher-order thinking skills 
by exploring, applying and analyzing content.

web inquiries are guided online research projects  
organized around a focus question that helps 
students build their reading, research and critical 
thinking skills.

web resources contains more than 5,000 teacher 
-evaluated web sites, categorized by topic. 

Lessons include over 600 learning activities that 
cover a broad range of concepts and skills.   

Lenovo and VitalSource Technologies:  
resources for the LifeLong Learner.

vitalsource™ is a rich digital collection of 
basic references, classic works, historical  
and cultural documents as well as links 
to other important resources.

vitalsource™ is a rich digital collection of basic references, classic works, historical 
and cultural documents as well as links to other important resources.

vitalsource is the ideal foundation for learners in a digital environment. with this 
tremendous resource right on their computers, students can be sure that the 
materials they need are at their fingertips—always available in a portable library 
open 24/7.

vitalsource also provides tools to easily navigate this library. students can customize 
views, search for topics, highlight text and share notes to create a social network around  
class content. and popular textbooks and teacher editions can be downloaded straight  
to pcs with ease through the vitalsource online store.
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Lenovo and Absolute® Software:  
buiLding cLassrooms of the future—today.

Lenovo and absolute software have joined forces to  
helps schools and colleges securely track computers,  
minimize the impact of notebook theft, and comply with  
state and federal privacy regulations.

even facilities with small budgets or stringent computer lease requirements can  
trust Lenovo thinkpad’s and absolute software’s computrace® solutions to keep their  
computing assets safe and secure. our thinkpad’s are designed with computrace  
in the bios‡ firmware, so educational facilities can deter theft, recover stolen assets  
and keep computers in the hands of students. 

‡ Visit www.absolute.com/Lenovo for a complete list of BIOS enabled models. †The Absolute Recovery Guarantee is a limited 
warranty. Certain conditions apply. For full details visit: www.absolute.com/pdf/eula.pdf *Data Delete is an optional service provided 
by Absolute Software. If utilized, the Recovery Guarantee is null and void. In order to use the Data Delete service, customers 
must first sign a Pre-Authorization agreement and then purchase one or more RSA SecurID tokens from Absolute Software.  

how computrace heLps it departments  

tracks and recovers stolen or missing computers— 
guaranteed! includes a recovery guarantee up to $1,000 
if a computer cannot be recovered within 60 days of theft†

gives 100% visibility into current assets, providing  
creditability for future technology requests  

generates asset reports for upgrades, roll-outs and  
computer retirement  

provides ability to view daily reports on unauthorized  
software use  

remotely deletes data to protect student and teacher  
private information*   
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take student ideas to all three dimensions.  
maybe four.
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ans.o5: Learning is when you can teLL everyone about something without memorizing it. 
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services

protect and secure the resources you have. 
learning is assisting those who help others learn.

learning is for the good of all.

is knowing how to

at Lenovo, we know our job is not complete when  
technology changes hands. it is our mission to  
provide you and your students with needed support  
at all times.
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Optimize your image: 
Lenovo imaging services.

image management is highly important in today’s 
decentralized school systems. our approach is to  
implement a custom software image on your thinkpad 
notebooks and thinkcentre desktops.

 
the Lenovo imaging technology center efficiently transfers your software images, 
migrates to new hardware platforms, and ensures smooth and seamless rollouts.

imageultra reduces your school system’s hundreds (or thousands) of pc images to a 
single “super image,” giving you unprecedented ease of deployment and dramatically 
reduced costs.

thinkpaD protection: Durable enough for a kiD.

if accidental damages like spills, drops or falls happen during normal-school day use,  
your notebooks will be repaired at no cost.*

ccoMputrace®  by absolute®  software 

computrace is a comprehensive solution for education that combines computer 
theft recovery, data protection, and secure asset tracking. computrace allows it 
administrators to centrally manage assets by monitoring computer movement, call 
history, leasing information and software license compliance. 

for added peace of mind, it also offers a recovery guarantee of up to $1000 if a 
stolen computer cannot be located within 30-60 days.

utiMaco safeware: robust security you’ll never see. 

work uninterrupted as safeware encrypts and decrypts your hard drive’s data, rendering  
it undecipherable to unauthorized users.

thinkvantage secure Data Disposal: prevent Data DuMpster Diving. 

when your pcs are retired, our tool for secure data disposal will destroy your confidential  
information permanently.

For the assets you appreciate: 
investment protection services. 
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Lenovo is a board member of The 
ParTnershiP for 21sT cenTury skiLLs, 
which heLPs seT PoLicy for our 
educaTionaL fuTure.
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our ideas protect kids’ ideas.
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a certain class or segment of society.
learning is for everyone, everywhere.

is not limited to

funding
ans.o6: Learning is  when you can make science happen in your kitchen.
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technology should never be out of reach. with this  
belief, we’ve developed financing and lease refresh  
options to help you bring technology to your school. 
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Technology really can be affordable. 

1:1 computing isn’t beyond your means. with Lenovo 
financing and lease-refresh options, you can lease 
equipment and upgrade using monthly, quarterly, 
semesterly or annual payments. this will keep your 
technology current, and ensure that you only pay for 
the equipment you use.

Learn now. pay Later.

at the end of your lease, ibm global finance will sell your old machines  
for a big cost savings after doing a dod level 5 data destruction, and 
then send you brand new equipment in return.

Getting technology funded:  
it can be done.

determine the total cost of ownership  
when considering a 1:1 program to include purchasing 
computers, maintenance and security. 

set aside a percentage of operational budgets  
to fund 1:1 initiatives. 

maximize resources in your existing budget  
to create cost efficiencies. consider consolidated  
procurement practices. 

see if your textbook and technology funds overlap  
now that some textbook companies offer software  
and online curriculum. 

educate parents and community members  
about 1:1 computing so they’ll support community  
bonds and initiatives.

research or create special funds and foundations  
to help fund your program. 

consider instating small student fees,  
particularly to aid with lease programs or for  
outright purchase. 

expLore grant opportunities,  
e-rate funding and zero or low-interest loans. spend  
part of the loan amount on technology and invest the  
remainder to gain financial return.
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Lenovo is a founding member of 21sT  
cenTury connecTions, which Links  
sTudenTs, Teachers and adminisTraTors  
To The LaTesT Teaching and Learning TooLs. 
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make it happen for your school 
by contacting your 

lenovo representative.

1:1 computing 
it’s here.

 isn’t on its way,

lenovoisforlearning.com
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